


















































































Launch of Internal Complaints Committee 

The Internal Complaints Committee (ICC) was launched  in our  institution following the 

training session jointly  organized by Centre for Women and Family Studies (CWFS), NUALS 

and  the Kerala Women's Commission . The specialized Training Programme on "Legislative 

Measures against Sexual Harassment in Educational Institutions" was conducted for the 

academic and administrative heads of educational institutions in Kerala on July 31, 2014, at 

NUALS Campus, Kalamassery. During the training, participants were equipped with the 

necessary knowledge and skills to address and prevent instances of sexual harassment within our 

academic community. The program aimed to empower individuals, fostering a campus 

environment that values safety, inclusivity, and mutual respect. 

On August 4th 2014 Internal Complaints Committee has been constituted to prevent any form of 

sexual harassment in the institution as per the Sexual Harassment at Workplace Prevention, 

Prohibition and Redressal Act, 2013. Internal Complaints Committee will examine all matters 

related to women in the institution and will make suggestions and proposals regarding such 

matters and will organize events helpful for the cause. 

 

The Internal Complaints committee comprises of following members: 

Chairperson 

Dr. Mini Tom, Professor & Deputy Dean , BS&H , Mobile - 9447710995, Email Id - minitom@scmsgroup.org 

Members 

Dr. Deepa K, Associate Professor, Dept. of CSE, Mobile - 9446503448, Email Id - deepak@scmsgroup.org 

Dr.Arshey M, Associate Professor, Dept. of AI and DS- 9946060615 Email Id-  arsheym@scmsgroup.org 

Ms. Jagadhamma M.P., Administrative Officer, Mobile - 9446836521, Emial Id - jagadhamma@scmsgroup.org 

Dr. P.V Metilda, Retd.Principal, Maharajas College,Mobile - 9388605198, Email Id - matildamary@yahoo .com 

 

mailto:deepak@scmsgroup.org


Fireless Cooking Competition 

The Fireless Cooking Competition held on 8th March 2023 at SCMS School of Engineering and 

Technology as a part of Women’s Day celebration was organized by Internal Complaints 

Committee in association with SSET Women’s Forum. It was a huge success! The participants 

showcased their culinary skills. The creativity and innovation demonstrated in the dishes were 

impressive, and the judges had a tough time deciding on the winners. From appetizers to desserts, 

each dish was a unique blend of flavors and ingredients. The event ended with a prize distribution 

ceremony where the winners were given cash prizes for their exceptional cooking skills.  

 



Word Day of Fight against Sexual Exploitation 

Fourth of March is observed as The World Day of the Fight Against Sexual Exploitation since 

2009. It aims to raise awareness about a significant global issue. Sexual abuse often thrives in the 

shadows of society and hovers on the edge of criminality.  

On 4th March 2014, this important day, was observed to emphasize the need to discuss and 

reinforce our stance against sexual exploitation, especially among the younger generation who 

will be the leaders of tomorrow. Led by the Internal Complaints Commette under the guidance of 

Prof. Dr. Mini Tom, Deputy Dean, student representatives from various semesters were briefed 

on the significance of observing this day. As part of the campaign, students across different 

semesters actively participated by creating playcards, posters, and charts relevant to the topic. 

These were displayed in various locations on the college campus, including the canteen and 

administration block. By dedicating a specific day to address Sexual Exploitation, we contribute 

to elevating the national awareness of this problem, taking a step in the right direction. 

 



Webinar on “ Sexual Harassment, Awareness and Safeguards” 

A webinar was conducted  by the Internals Complaints Committee on  “  Sexual 

Harassment, Awareness and Safeguards “ for girl students and female staff of 

SSET   on January 25 th 2021, 2 PM to 3 PM .  

We had as our resource person Adv.Asha P Kuriose, a leading lawyer of Kerala 

High Court who has specialized in Civil, Constitutional and family law. The webinar 

was conducted on GMEET.Girl students and female staff of SSET registered for the 

event.A total of 88 participants took part in the event. Dr. Mini Tom welcomed 

the resource person.   The intension of the talk was to empower the female 

fraternity to face the challenges of modern-days. The webinar started with the 

definition of sexual harassment. The resource person explained what all can be 

categorised as sexual harassment and explained the acts that defines that in 

detail. She spoke in general of the sexual harassments happening around us with 

reference to make current events. Next, she focused on harassments that take 

place in work places, and how they can be handled. Finally, she discussed on 

harassments happening on the web, against women. What type of comments and 

pictures come under this category and what actions can be taken against this. 

 

 

 



Talk on Challenges Faced by Women in Workplace 

A talk was organized  by the Internal Complaints Committee on  “  Challenges 

Faced by Women in Workplace “ for UG and PG girl students and female staff of 

SSET   on November 28 th 2022, 2 PM to 3 PM . We had as our resource person 

Adv.Asha Elizabeth Mathew, a leading lawyer of Kerala High Court who has 

specialized in  Constitutional, Criminal law and matrimonial disputes. The talk was 

conducted in the conference hall and the resource person joined online on 

GMEET platform. 30 girl students from both UG and PG along with several female 

staff members of SSET participated in the event.   The intension of the talk was to 

equip our girl students who are getting ready for their professional life, to face 

the challenges they would encounter in their workplace. 

The resource person explained what all activities at workplace are punishable and 

explained the acts that define it in detail. She advised on where we can put up a 

complaint and how. She also discussed the punishments the offenders will 

receive. Several case studies were also discussed, which she handled and also 

some famous cases and the way they were handled. Adv.Asha also stressed on 

the need of Internal Complaints Committee in each organization and advised on 

it’s functioning. 

 

 

 


